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BH2-MD0 A. OUTLINE OF PRODUCT 

1, NAME AND CODE Iti OLYMPUS 
Product name Multi-Viewing Attachment 

Code in Olympus BH2-MD0 

2, OUTLINE OF PRODUCT 
This is the multi-viewing attachment for BH2, permitting simultaneous 
observation by up to 5 persons. 

3, FEATURES 
(1) By mounting the intermediate observation tube on the microscope 

stand, the same specimen image can be observed by up to 5 persons. 

(2) All the 5 persons' images are in the same orientation. 

(3) The observation tube magnification is xl. . 
(4) The eye point height is the same for the 5 persons. 

(5) The specific part of specimen can be indicated by the pointer. 

(6) The pointer color is selectable in'either green or orange. 

(7) The pointer brightness is variable by changing the lamp voltage. 

4, USING CONDITIONS 
(1) Combination of objective and eyepiece 

Use the LB series. If the LB series is not used, optical performance 
is not guaranteed, because the parfocality between the objectives goes 
out of order and the optical performance is degraded. 

(2) Combination of microscope stand 

- BH2 series 
. BH series 
. CHA, CHB 

(3) Combination of observation tube and eyepiece 

. Super wide-field tube cannot be used. 

. Mount the binocular tube on the multi-viewing head side. 

. When using the trinocular tube, mount it on themulti-viewing body side. 

. Use the observation tube with an inclination angle of 30“. (Eye 
point becomes high when using the observation tube with an angle of 
more than 3OO.1 

. Use the photo eyepiece of higher magnification than NFK3.3X. 

. Combine the eyepieces as specified below according to the observa- 
tion tube to be used. (See the next page) 
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BH2-MD0 A. OUTLINE OF PRODUCT 

Eyepiece 
Observation tube 

WHKlOx WHKlOX-H 

-1 I BH2-TR 1 1 

2 BH2-BI 1 1 

3 BH-TR30 2 - 

4 BH-B130 2 - 

* The observation tube of BH2 has the helicoid ring only on one side, 
accordingly,the focal difference between left and right side cannot 
be corrected unless.the eyepiece with a helicoid ring for correction 
is used. 

(4) Combination of intermediate observation tubes 

Intermediate 
observation 
tube 

Condition Symptom Use 

BH2-CA 1X SPLAN or SPLANlOX 5 -10% shading appears when 
BH2-AAC or CD the aperture diaphragm (A- 

S) is minimum. 
A 

SPLAN or SPLAN4x. Slight shading appears when 
BH2-AAC or CD the aperture diaphragm (A- 

S) is minimum. 

BH2-PA 
(1x1 

1,25X 
1.5x 

4X Orthoscope observa- Shading appears. 
10x tion 
40X 

0 

X 

BH2-NIC Insufficient brightness at 
(1.25X) 100x A 

BH2-MA The lamp housing is DF, NIC 
BH2-RLA mounted horizontaly to Insufficient brightness at A 
BH2-MNIC the microscope stand. 100x 

BH2-RFL Insufficient brightness at 
a high magnification A 

o: Usable x: Not usable A: Usable on conditions 
Not to be combined with BH2-MD0 and BHZ-DO. (Shading appear.) 

(5) Other combinations 
. Combination of BHT/BHTU with objective of 100x for phase difference 

cannot be used, because brightness is insufficient. 
. Combination of BHT/BHTU with the transmitted darkfield cannot be 

used, because brightness is insufficient with an objective of 10x 
or more. 
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BHZ-MD0 A. OUTLINE OF PRODUCT 

5, SPECIFICATIONS 
Item Specifications Remarks 

1 Mounting of (1) Mounting on the microscope stand 
each part Circular dovetail type 

(2) Mounting the observation tube 
Circular dovetail type 

(3) Mounting the multi-viewing tube 
Fitting type 

(4) Mounting the multi-viewing stand 
Screw type 

(5) Foot height adjustment 
Microscope stand mounting height: 

259 ." 398.5mm 
Stroke: 139.5mm 

(6) Mounting the lamp 
Screw type (6V, 1OW GE) 

(7) Mounting the lamp socket 
Fitting type 

(8) Connection with transformer (TDO) 
Exclusive connector 

2 Multi-viewing (1) Number of persons 
observation Multi-viewing head BH2-MDO-SV 

one side: 3 persons max. 
Multi-viewing head BH2-MDO-SV 

both side: 5 persons max. 
(2) Distance of each observation tube 

Left: 61Omm Right: 63Omm 
(3) Image direction 

Same for 5 persons 
(4) Brightness 

Almost the same for 5 Persons 
(5) Intermediate observation tube 

magnification: Xl 
(6) Required desk height 

5 persons: 1250 x 270mm 
3 persons: 760 x 270mm 

3 Pointer (1) Image direction 
Same for 5 persons 

(2) Indication range 
All range of field number 20 

(3) Indication manipulation 
1 lever 

(4) Color 
Selectable in either green or orange 

(5) Brightness 
Selectable in 3 steps (with TDO) 
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BH2-MD0 A. OUTLINE OF PRODUCT 

1 6, NOMENCLATURE 

6-l Multi-viewing body BH2-MDO-B 

Multi-viewing head 
connecting.tube 

Socke t clamping 

\ \ 

Observation tube 

/ 

mounting dovetail 

Multi-viewing head 
connecting tube 

Dust cap 

Observation tube 
clamping screw 

Pointer manipulator 
lever 

Lamp socket \ 
Filter selector knob 

6-2 Multi-viewing head BH2-MDO-SV 

Observation tube 

Knurled calmping 
ring 

Standard height index line / clamping knob 
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BH2-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

1 1, OUTLINE DRAWING OF OPTICS 

i 

To 

l-l BH2-MDO-B 

To observation tube 
To MDO-SV 

'I Dustproof glass , 

Filter 
-A 

To MDO-SV 

Adjust the demonstrator 
side optical axis. 

Adjust the SW 
optical axis. 

Adjust the .optical 

I tube length. - 

To OB 

l-2 BH2-MDO-SV 

To observation tube 

observation tube 
Adjust the partner 
side optical axis. 

side 

L Adjust the partner 
side optical axis. 

To MDO-B 
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BH2-MDO. B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

1 2, OPTICAL AXIS/OPTICAL TUBE LENGTH CHECK POINTS 
2-l Check points 

Part tner 

Adjustment/check part Reference 
page No. 

1 BH2-MDO-B beam splitter B-4 

2 BHZ-MDO-B mount part B-5 

3 Multi-viewing head connecting tube B-7 

4 BH2-MDO-SV Optical tube length adjustment part ~-8 

5 BH2-MDO-SV beam splitter B-9 

6 BH2-MDU-SV mount part B-10 

2-2 Adjustment/check procedure 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Defective image in all partner sides 

@ +@ +@ -+a +@ -+@+(S) 
Defective image in one side of all partner sides 

@ -+,o -+@ -+@ +@S) 
Defective image in one partner side 

@ -@GzG-) 

Defective image in only demonstrator side 

(W) 

i 

* In the case of BI trouble, refer to the BI repair manual. 
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BH2-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

1 3, BH2-MDO-B BEAM SPLITTER I I I 
I I 

* When the beam splitter is removed, the works of 3-l and 3-2 are 
required. Adjustment of "Multi-viewing head connecting tube" 
(page B-7) is required in a certain case. 

3-1 Disassembly procedure 

(1) Remove the COVERa. 

Screw PUTB2x4SA 4 pcs. (*l) 

(2) Loosen 
remove 

Screw 
Screw 

the screws (*2), and 
the-PRISM@. 

AHU3x5SA 2 PCS. (*2) 
AB3xGSA 2 PCS. (*2) 

* PRISM@has been bonded. 

3-2 Assembly procedure 

(3) 

Make the PRISM@contact with@ 
and@part, and secure it with 
the FIXING PLATE@. 

apply adhesive to the two screws 
securing the PRISM@and the two 
screws securing the FIXING 
PLATE@. 

Adhesive: Shellac (OT1131) 

Secure the PRISM@, and apply 
adhesive at the position@. 

Adhesive: Araldite rapid 
(OT1315) 
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BH2-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

Multi-viewing tube 

Microscope 

(4) Set the jig as illustrated on 
the left, and check if the 
optical axis of left and right 
MDO-sv sides meet standard. 

Eyepiece adapter: B2MDOKC02 0 

Standard jig: BKNOOO3 @ 

Standard Within 1 division of 
the standard eyepiece 
scale 

4, BH2-MDO-B MOUNT PART 

I 0 
I 

t ---- - -_ 

0 0 

q 

3 
Jc 

I 
. 

4-l Demonstrator side optical tube 
length adjustment 

(1) Set the jig as illustrated on 
the left. 

LB-standard eyepiece: KNOO30@ 
Standard jig: BKNOOO3 0 
LB standard objective:KN0016@ 

* The LB standard eyepiece can 
be replaced with the SB 
standard eyepiece (KNO028) and 
eyepiece adapter SB+LB (KC2040). 

* The standard jig can be re- 
placed with a photographing 
straight tube (BH2-PT). 
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BHZ-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

(2) Check and adjust the optical 
tube length. 

Insert the WASHER@between the 
LENS @and the LENS@, and adjust 
the optical tube length by varying 
the space. 

4-2 Demonstrator side optical axis 
adjustment 

(1) Replace the LB standard objective 
(KNOO16) with the LB standard 

objective (KNO015). 

\ 

0 
0 

-2Q 

0 
5 

0 0 

u 

- 

(2) 

(3 1 

LB standard objective (KNO015) 

Attach the CIRCULAR DOVETAILa, 
and adjust the optical axis by 
moving it in the screw play range. 
After adjustment, secure the 
CIRCULAR DOVBTAIL@with~ fixing screw. 

/ Standard1 Wi;~;~~~;i~t;;i~~e / 

Apply adhesive to the CIRCULAR 
DOVETAIL fixing screw. 

Adhesive: Shellac (OT1131) 

(4) Verify that the MDO-SV side 
optical axis and optical tube 
length. 

* Refer to (4) on page B-5. 
* When MDO-SV side optical axis 

and optical tube length are 
displaced, make the adjustment 
of "Multi-viewing head connect- 
ing tube" (page B-i'). 

* Replace RN0015 with LB standart 
objective (KNO016) to check the 
optical tube length. 

LB standard objective: RN0016 
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BHZ-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

5, MULTI-VIEWING HEAD CONNECTING TUBE 
5-l MDO-sv side optical axis adjustment 

(1) Set the jig as illustrated on 
the left. 

Eyepiece adapter: B2MDOKC02@ 
LB standard eyepiece: KNOO30@ 
LB standard objective:IQJ0015 @ 

Qi 
eyepiece (KNO028) and eyepiece 

11 (: 

Standard jig: BKN0003 @ 

@I - 

Microscope 

(2) Adjust the optical axis by mov- 
ingthe CONNECTING TUBEBin the 
screw play range. Tighten the 
screw after the adjustment. 

-1 

5-2 MDO-SV side optical tube length 
adjustment 

(1) Replace the LB standard objective 
(KNOO15) with the LB standard 

objective (KNO016). 

LB standard objective: KNO016 

eyepiece (KNOO28) and eyepiece 

(2) Adjust the optical tube length by 
sliding the SLEEVE@. 

(3) Apply adhesive to the HOLE@ 
after tightening the screw. 

Adhesive: Shellac (OT1131) 0 6 
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BHZ-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

1 6, BH2-MDO-SV OPTICAL TUBE LENGTH ADJUSTMENT PART 
* For optical adjustment of BH2-MDO-SV, take one partner side as a 

tentative standard, and adjust the other side to it. 

6-l Optical tube length adjustment 

(1) Set the jig as illustrated on 
the left. 

LB standard objective: KNO016 @ 
Objective adapter:*;B2MDOKCOl@ 
Standard jig: BKN0003 0 
LB standard eyepiece: KNOb30@ 

B112-HDjl-B 

Microscope 

* The standard jig can be re- 
placed with a photographing 
straight tube (BH2-PT). 

* The LB standard eyepiece can 
be replaced with SB standard 
eyepiece (KNOO28) and eyepiece 
adapter SB + LB (3mm)(KC2040). , 

~1 

Loosen the screws *l and "2, 
adjust the optical tube lenght by 
sliding the screw *2. After 
adjustment, tighten the screws*1 and 

Screw NU3x4SA 1 pc. (*l) 
Screw CUK2.6x4SA 1 pc. (*2) 

(3) Apply adhesive to the screw *l 
and *2. 

Adhesive: Shellac (OT1131) 

6-2 Optical axis adjustment 

(1) Replace the LB standard objective 
(KNOO16) with the LB standard 

objective (KNO015). 

LB standard objective: KNO015 

(2) Adjust the optical axis by mov- 
ing the SQUARE BLOCKBin the 
screw play range. 

*2. 
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BHZ-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

1 7, BH2-MDO-SV BEAM SPLITTER 
* When PRISM@is moved, check "BH2-MDO-SV optical tube length 

adjustment part" (page B-8). 

(1) 

(2) 

1. 

Make the PRISM@contact with@ 
and@part, and secure it with 
the FIXING PLATE@. 

Check left and right mount 
optical axis. 

Set the jig as illustrated on 
the left. 

LB standard objective: KNOO15@ 
Objective adapter: BZMDOKCOl @ 
Standard jig: BKN0003 @ 
LB standard eyepiece:KN0030 @ 

llli2-Mnc,-B 
securing the PRISMOand two screws 
securing the .FIXING PLATE@. 

Screw AB3x8SA 2 PCS. 
Screw AHU3xSSA 2 PCS. 

Adhesive: Shellac (OT1131) 

(4) Secure the PRISM@, and apply 
adhesive to the part@. 

Adhesive: Araldite rapid 
(OT1315) 

* The standard jig can be re- 
placed.with a photographing 
straight tube (BH2-PT). 

* The LB standard eyepiece can 
be replacedwith SB standard 
eyepiece (KNO028) and eye- 

ii 

. 

(3) Apply adhesive to the two screws 

* Keep the prism edge andconnect- 
ing surface away from adhesion 
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BH2-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURB 

] 8, BH2-MDO-SV MOUNT PART 
* When the mount is disassembled, the optical axis and optical 

tube length need to adjust. 

8-l Optical tube length adjustment 

(1) Set the jig as illustrated on 
the left. 

LB standard objective : KNOO16 0, 
Objective adapter: B2MDOKCOl@. 

BIIZ-MD,&B 

Standard jig: BKN0003 0 
LB standard eyepiece: KNOb30@ 

* The standard jig can be re- 
placed with a photographing 
straight tube (BH2-PT). 

* The LB standard eyepiece can 
be replaced with SB standard 
eyepiece (KNOO28) and eye- 
piece adapter SB -f LB (3mm)(Kc2040). I 

Microscope 

(2) Insert the SPACER@between the 
CIRCULAR DOVETAIL MOUNT@and the 
BODY@, and adjust the optical 
tube length by varying the space. 

cannot be adjusted with SPACER 
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BH2-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

8-2 Optical axis adjustment 

(1) Replace the LB standard objective 
(KNO016) with the LB standard 

objective (KNO015). 

LB standard objective: RN0015 

(2) Adjust the optical axis by 
moving the CIRCULAR DOVETAIL MOUNT 

Bin the fixing screw play range, 
and secure the CIRCULAR DOVETAIL 
MOUNT@. 

* men the optical axis cannot- 
be adjusted in the screw play 
range, move the PRISM@. 

* When the PRISM@is moved, 
apply adhesive to the PRISM@ 
and the screw. 

L-‘ 
(,. 

Adhesive: Shellac (OT1131)to screw 
Adhesive: Araldite rapid 

(OT1315) to prism 

j"'"""";"; - 

I'1 

(3) Apply adhesive to the CIRCULAR 
DOVETAIL MOUNT fixing screw. 

Adhesive: S.hellac (OT1131) 
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BH2-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

1 9, POINTER PART 
* When the pointer part is removed, adjust the optical axis and the 

pointer indication range. 

9-l MDO-SV side optical axis adjustment m 
Set the jig as illustrated on 
the left. 

UII2-MDO-B 

(2) 

Microscope 

LB standard objective: KNOOlS@ 
LB standard eyepiece: KNOO30 @ 
Eyepiece adapter: B2MDOKC02 @ 

1 

* The LB standard eyepiece can be 
replaced with the SB standard 
eyepiece (KNOO28) and the eye- 
piece adapter SB+-LB(3mm)(KC2040). 

* When the eyepiece adapter is 
not available, set the jig as 
illustrated on the left by 
using normal BH2-MDO-SV. 

Standard jig: BKN0003 @ 

@I 

Adjust the MDO-SV side optical 
axis by moving the POINTER PART 

Bin the fixing screw play range, 
and secure the POINTER PART@. 

~ 

* When the optical axis cannot 
be adjusted simply by moving 
the POINTER PARTO, make ad- 
justment of the multi-viewing 
head connecting tube accord- 
ing to "5. Multi-viewing head 
connecting tube" (page B-7). 
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BH2-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURE 

9-2 Pointer indication range adjustment 

(1) 

(2) 

Set up BH2-MDO-B on the micro- 
scope stand so that the pointer 
(f) is seen on the image surface. 

* Be sure to use an eyepiece 
with a field number 20. 

Adjust the position of the HOLDING 
PLATE@so that the pointer can 
cover the whole field of view. 

Apply adhesive to the HOLDING 
PLATE fixing screw. 

Adhesive: Shellac (OT1131) 
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BH2-MD0 B. REPAIR PROCEDURB 

1 10, TROUBLESHOOTING 

Symptom Cause Reference page 

Displacement of . BH2-MDO-B Displaced position of B-6 4-2 
demonstrator side mount part 
optical axis 

Displacement of . BH2-MDO-B Improper adjustment B-5 4-1 
demonstrator side mount part 
optical tube length 

Displacement of 
partner side 
optical axis 

* BH2-MDO-B Displaced position of 
mount part 

- BH2-MDO-B Displaced position of 
pointer part 

l BH2-MDO-B Displaced position of 
SW 

- BH2-MDO-B Displaced position of 
beam splitter 

l BHZ-MDO-SV Displaced position of 
mount part 

B-6 4-2 

B-12 9-l 

B-7 5-1 

B-4 3-2 

B-11 8-2 

. BH2-MDO-SV Displaced position of B-8 6-2 
optical tube length 
adjustment part 

. BH2-MDO-SV Displaced position of B-9 
beam splitter I 

Displacement of . BHZ-MDO-B Improper adjustment of B-5 4-1 
partner side mount part 
optical tube length . BH2-MDO-B Improper adjustment of B-7 5-2 

SW 
. BH2-MDO-SV Improper adjustment of B-10 8-l 

mount part 
. BHZ-MDO-SV Improper adjustment of B-8 6-l 

optical tube length 
adjustment part 

Defect of pointer l BHZ-MDO-B Improper adjustment of B-13 9-2 
indication range pointer indication 

range 
* BH2-MDO-B Defective pointer part B-12 9-l 

-t Replace the pointer 
part. 

Displaced ParfocalitY BH2-MDO-B Defective pointer part B-12 9-l 
of pointer -f Replace the pointer 

part. 

Defective pointer * BH2-MDO-B Defective pointer part B-12 9-l 
image -f Replace the pointer 

part. 
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BH2-MD0 C. JIGS, TOOLS AND ADHESIVES 

1, JIGS AND TOOLS 

No. 

BKX0003 

Name 

Standard jig for optical tube length 
(replaceable with photographing straight tube 

BH2-PT) 

B2MDOKCOl Objective adapter 

B2MDOKC02 Eyepiece adapter 

I KNoo15 LB standard objective for optical axis 

I KNOO16 I LB standard objective for optical tube length 
I 

moo30 LB standard eyepiece with cross hair (re- 
placeable by SB standard eyepiece with cross 
hair KNO028 and eyepiece adapter SB + LB (~~2040) 

12, ADHESIVES I 

No. 

OT1131 

OT1315 

Shellac 

Araldite rapid 

Name 
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